Using the
cardridge
and trigger

➊

TO LOAD

➊ Open the cartridge, if this is
stiff, use a AIM to leaver the lid off.

➋ Pull back the carriage and hold the mechanism with your
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thumb. Fill with 10 AIM of the required colour keeping the
long metal terminals uppermost.

➌

➏

➍

➎

➐

➍ Insert the cartridge into the trigger tablet end first.
➎ Keep pushing until it locks into place and the cartridge
release button (above the cartridge entry) will now
pop up.

➏ When ready, squeeze the trigger. One AIM will now be
ejected in its active state.

TO RE-LOAD

➐ Open the cartridge loading door (see ➌), press the
 the top back on the cartridge and open the cartridge
➌ Clip
loading door on the trigger.

➋

cartridge release button down to eject the cartridge
and repeat.

Long metal terminal end

AIM is the next generation in
route, area and object marking!
AIM gives you direction, a safe guidance or it will mark
an area of danger. The AIM tablets come in a variety
of 6 colours and Infra Red (940 nm). They give a clear
constant reference point and are highly visible at night,
in both overt and covert modes of operation.

The most obvious effect of darkness
or when conditions are at their worst
is reduced visibility. During an
operation, the reduced visibility
affects many aspects of command,
including the ability to preserve control,
execute movement, firing, maintenance
of direction, reconnaissance, security
and mutual support.

The small AIM tablets are contained in a cartridge which is
conveniently mounted within the trigger. When the trigger
is depressed it activates the AIM tablet. Illumination times
per tablet, up to 36 hours before the light is totally extinguished or until you turn it off.
• E ach cartridge carries 10 tablets. The tablet illumination
colour is clearly seen through the side of the cartridge.
• T ablets are easily loaded into the cartridge and  then it
is simply inserted into the  trigger.
• T he trigger has been designed to be lightweight and easy
to use, just squeeze the  trigger to eject an AIM tablet.

Manually
turning on/off
the AIM
To turn on simply short the long metal terminal end of the
AIM (shown on green AIM) against metal for example keys.
Then to turn off the tablet simply touch the off contacts
(shown on red AIM) at right angles to the Tab with metal,
The tablets are now available for use again simply by placing
back into the cartridge.

